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An inventory is literally a list of what is found or encountered, from the 
Latin invenire, to come upon. But in the age of “everything at the edge 
of everything,” with “things not lasting at all,” inventory itself becomes a 
shadow, a blur, an impossibility. The crisis of infinite worlds: how could 
anyone catalog the encounters of even one hour of one day on Facebook, 
Twitter, Google, the Internet? erica lewis is a poet or eulogist of memory, 
who seeks in the materiality of body a language that could make the present 
persist beyond the nanomoments we increasingly exist within. 

Our bodies are “forever recomposing” in these pages. As the poems 
accumulate and aggregate, meaning shimmers in a nacreous between, a 
“dislocated cloud” of fragments that would suture us: body to body, person 
to person, life to life. The poems drive to our hardnesses—bones, teeth, 
nails—to insist that amid all the sloughing off of history and experience we 
still are built of something solid, and that we are “going to have to scream that 
it hurts,” all this loss. And while we are left ghosts of ourselves, in separate 
existences, the shadows and murmurs that erica lewis weaves together in 
this courageously beautiful book chase “the memory / of our sacred” with a 
fierce love that will reach out and grab you.

  —Dan Thomas-Glass





-------------------------margin or error or understanding
             as if we had been better all along portraying fragments
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------------------------------------in this separate existence was a shape

you are still here where i left you

you are your own ghost
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------------------------------------i liked the memory of the arrangement

unsupported in this space of only you 

how 

to use place as substitute 

this law of reserved effort
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-----------------------------------that most things we are drawn to only because 
they are familiar 

jotted on the back of photographs

the things that trouble us

that often linger

some old advice 

floats to the surface

that lullaby

the back of a photograph

people say i’m crazy but i believe that you just have to 

live with the things

the juxtaposition

in what you don’t see

the great hot emptiness ahead

what you keep calling memory
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-------------------------------------to shrug off 

the urgency 

we wean ourselves from ourselves 
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-----------------------------------the secret of the straying 
and straying is its flight into the strange 
in the midst of the familiar

the very clear 

sense of aching

awareness of how far short 

need is an ending is an analysis

fragments from the metal 

the low spark 

spaces trying to get out etc. etc.

how particles accumulate 
how we particle reveal and then the particular

distance is not something you believe in

and yet you are so far from yourself

the wind

the dust

you know this isn’t everything

say it

say it
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-----------------------------------between 

a firework and a reflection

i said water

i mean forever

i touched those eyelids as objects 

as captions of brevity

as you know her only as what survives in fragments

i touched those objects

to capture change

throw it away 
it may seem less relevant 

i don’t know why that’s why

it’s why

the job is to take and tell the stories 
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-----------------------------------the rip out window 
the scaffold holding up your

inadvertent

this spurt response caught in your head 

or window your faceted object

like how you have worked and worked lather
now there’s a real piece of me

location diffused as linger

you’ve been drifting again 

you say that because there is nothing to remember

so as not in the place 

you will need to replace the brakes
to see how you use lonely


